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Abstract—We examine the rate-distortion performance and
computational complexity of linear transforms for lossy data com-
pression. The goal is to better understand the performance/com-
plexity tradeoffs associated with using the Karhunen–Loève
transform (KLT) and its fast approximations. Since the optimal
transform for transform coding is unknown in general, we investi-
gate the performance penalties associated with using the KLT by
examining cases where the KLT fails, developing a new transform
that corrects the KLT’s failures in those examples, and then
empirically testing the performance difference between this new
transform and the KLT. Experiments demonstrate that while the
worst KLT can yield transform coding performance at least 3 dB
worse than that of alternative block transforms, the performance
penalty associated with using the KLT on real data sets seems
to be significantly smaller, giving at most 0.5 dB difference in
our experiments. The KLT and its fast variations studied here
range in complexity requirements from ( 2) to ( log )
in coding vectors of dimension . We empirically investigate the
rate-distortion performance tradeoffs associated with traversing
this range of options. For example, an algorithm with complexity
( 3 2) and memory ( ) gives 0.4 dB performance loss relative

to the full KLT in our image compression experiments.

Index Terms—Image compression, Karhunen–Loève transform,
optimal transform coding, separable coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

T RANSFORM coding is a popular technique for data com-
pression, in particular for lossy compression of images

and video. The popularity of transform codes arises from their
combination of low computational complexity with good coding
performance.

Transform codes achieve their good complexity/performance
tradeoff through a combination of transformation and uniform
scalar quantization. Typical transform codes operate by first
transforming input data vector as

, then sending each transform coefficient, ,
through a uniform scalar quantizer, and finally losslessly de-
scribing the quantized vector . The decoder reverses this pro-
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Fig. 1. The KLT rotates (left) a correlated Gaussian source distribution to
(right) align with the axes.

cedure to form an image reproduction , where
denotes the (possibly imperfect) reversal of transform

. By applying scalar quantization to the transformed data set
rather than the original data set, transform codes approximate
the rate-distortion performance of higher dimensional vector
codes at lower computational cost.

If is a linear block transform, then for
some matrix independent of . Examples of pop-
ular linear block transform codes include the JPEG and MPEG
image and video coding standards [1], which rely on the discrete
cosine transform (DCT). The SPIHT algorithm [2] and its de-
scendants are transform codes using wavelets rather than linear
block transforms.

For years, the Karhunen–Loève transform (KLT) has been the
best available transform for orthogonal block transform coding.
The choice of the KLT is motivated by three arguments. First,
by rotating the data so that all off-diagonal terms of the covari-
ance matrix equal zero, the KLT
decorrelates the data. Since decorrelation aligns a Gaussian dis-
tribution with the symbol axes (see Fig. 1), the KLT often gives a
good rotation for scalar quantization. Second, the KLT achieves
optimal energy compaction, minimizing the number of coeffi-
cients needed to reconstruct the data at a desired accuracy [3].
And third, when the rate-distortion performance associated with
quantizing a source of variance with a -bit uniform scalar
quantizer is approximated as for some constant inde-
pendent of (a combination of a high-rate approximation and
an assumption about the relationship between the original dis-
tribution and its rotation), the KLT maximizes the coding gain
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Fig. 2. (Left) the square distribution ofU is better suited for scalar quantization and entropy coding than (right) the diamond distribution ofX , giving as much
as 3-dB performance improvement.

where is the variance of the th coefficient of
(e.g., [4, Appendix C]).

Yet, the KLT is not optimal for transform coding in gen-
eral. Let , where and are independent
and identically distributed (iid) uniform random variables on

. Here, and all possible rotations of
are uncorrelated. For example if with

, and are uncorrelated, and thus
and are both possible outcomes of the KLT. Yet and
are not equally good sources for scalar quantization; without

overload error, the square distribution of does up to 3 dB
better than the diamond distribution of when each is coded
using optimal bit allocation, uniform scalar quantization, and
entropy coding (see Fig. 2, where rate is measured in bits per
symbol (bps)). Details of this calculation appear in Appendix A.

The goal of this work is to better understand the KLT’s
strengths and limitations for block transform coding. The
paper is organized as follows. In Section II we consider the
question of why the KLT’s properties of optimal decorrelation,
energy compaction, and coding gain fail to yield transform
coding optimality, and we bound the potential performance
differences between the best KLT and the worst KLT for trans-
form coding, exploring both theoretical limits and empirical
results on practical data sets. Section III introduces a variety
of fast variations on the KLT and demonstrates the potential
performance degradations of these approximations to the KLT
in transform coding.

II. A SSESSING THEPERFORMANCE OF THEKLT

The example of Section I demonstrates that decorrelation,
energy compaction, and maximization are not sufficient
to guarantee optimality for transform coding. While decorrela-
tion of a correlated Gaussian source results in the alignment of
the source distribution with the symbol axes and the indepen-
dence of the transform coefficients, the same is not true for all
sources, as shown by the diamond distribution example. Sim-
ilarly, while the KLT yields the optimal energy compaction,
the diamond distribution example demonstrates that the optimal
energy compaction is neither unique nor sufficient for optimal
transform coding. Finally, maximizing fails to yield true
coding gain optimality when the approximations used to calcu-
late do not apply. For example, is constant

while varies significantly across rotations of ; thus,
in this case, finding the optimal transform for any rotation of

requires a search for the transform that minimizes,
not the transform that minimizes .

The diamond distribution example shows that the penalty for
choosing the wrong KLT in two dimensions can be high. Similar
problems occur at higher dimensions.

Let , where are iid uniform
random variables on . All possible rotations of are
decorrelated. Rotate the hypercube so that each long di-
agonal aligns with a symbol axis, and let be a random vector
distributed uniformly on this “generalized diamond.” This rota-
tion is not possible for all possible values of(e.g., for
the long diagonals are not perpendicular) but is possible when

for some integer . For any such , we can achieve
the desired distribution by letting , where

for all

and . Since are iid, when the
marginal distribution of approaches normal distribution

for each . Fig. 3 compares the optimal
uniform scalar quantization and entropy coding performance on
a random variable (based on numerical results from
[5]) to the optimal uniform scalar quantization and entropy
coding performance on . In this case, the maximal loss is
approximately 1.5 dB. In fact, the maximal loss of the worst
KLT relative to the best KLT can be made arbitrarily large. For
example given iid samples from a uniformly distributed binary
random variable on , the output of the best KLT has a
distribution that is identical to the input distribution while the
output of the worst KLT has distribution that approaches the
normal distribution as grows without bound; thus as ,
the best KLT’s output can be reproduced at distortion 0 with
rate 1 while the worst KLT’s output cannot be reproduced at
distortion zero. The resulting difference in SQNRs approaches

.
In practice, the KLT is generally derived from an estimated

covariance matrix matched to the training data. Estimation er-
rors can also lead to problems with the KLT.
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Fig. 3. The hypercube distribution ofU is better suited for scalar
quantization and entropy coding than the generalized diamond distribution of
X , giving as much as 1.5-dB performance improvement.

Let be the estimated value of the true covariance matrix
, where

and , , and are small but nonzero. When , small
variations in can yield large differences in the KLT.
In particular, while the eigenvectors of are and ,
those of are

for some normalizing constant. For example, if and
are uniformly distributed on , then ,
and if , yields a 45 rotation, which turns the
easily compressed square distribution into the undesirable dia-
mond distribution. Similar difficulties arise at all dimensions.

Since the optimal transform for transform coding of gen-
eral sources is unknown, assessing the potential performance
penalty associated with using the KLT rather than the optimal
transform on real data sets is difficult. We attempt such an as-
sessment by designing a transform that corrects the previously
observed KLT problems and comparing the performances of our
“improved KLT” (iKLT) and the KLT on real data. Without loss
of generality, we assume all random values have mean zero.

It can be shown that the KLT is the transform that maximizes
function

of over all unitary transforms . Since the KLT’s
reliance on second order statistics exhibits the shortcomings il-

lustrated previously, we turn to fourth order statistics and func-
tion

The following example motivates the use of .
Let where are iid random

variables. Let , for some rotation matrix . An in-
tuitively good transform matrix for is , but all possible
rotation matrices are KLT’s for . Let ,
and let . Then , and since

for all

where and the final equality follows
from the fact that and are unitary, which implies
is unitary, and thus for any .

If (e.g., when the ’s are uniformly distributed), then
; if , then . In

both cases, only when for any
such that , which occurs only when each column of

contains exactly one nonzero element, as the following argu-
ment demonstrates. Suppose that columnof has at least two
nonzero elements, say . Then, achieving
for all requires and to be zero for all . The
resulting cannot be a unitary matrix, giving a contradiction.

The solution would give an iid transform output
well-suited for scalar quantization. This solution requires that

be the identity matrix . When , minimizing
gives ; when , maximizing
gives .

Based on this observation, we propose the iKLT

if
if
if

where . When for some
iid vector , the proposed transform gives the solution

if and the KLT of if .
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Unfortunately, generalizing the above analysis to sources that
are not iid is difficult. Even if the source is some rotation of in-
dependent random variables , if are not
identically distributed, then and vary with .
Further, we usually know only the statistics of and not those
of . We therefore replace the previous equation forby

Since

where we approximate by the eigenvalues of the co-
variance matrix of . For , this approach still yields

. It can be shown that the resulting equals the KLT
for all when is any joint Gaussian vector. Further, the
iKLT achieves greater robustness to statistical estimation error
than the KLT.

In designing an algorithm to find the iKLT when
(the iKLT is identical to the KLT when ), recall that any
unitary matrix can be decomposed as the product of

Jacobi rotation matrices [6], where for any
, the Jacobi rotation matrix takes the form

, with

if
if
if
if
otherwise.

Thus, for any unitary matrix , there exists a collection of angles
such that .

Using this expansion, implies

For any , define as

Then, we have intermediate vectors of the form
starting with and ending with

. (Here, if
and if .)

We use a greedy algorithm to form progressively better and
better estimates of . Given a fixed , let

if

if ,

and . Since

if and

finding is equivalent to choosing the that sends
to its extremum. See Appendix B for a

derivation for a fixed and a discussion of efficient
methods for updating existing knowledge about the statistics of

to yield the statistics of for use in the derivation of
the subsequent values.

Since when , sequential op-
timization can only improve our estimate of . Iterating the
sequence of optimizations may further improve the estimate of

. Further, since the sequence of values is bounded and
monotonic, the algorithm guarantees convergence. Since each
step in the iterative procedure finds a globally optimal, the
algorithm converges to a locally optimal solution. This estima-
tion algorithm is equivalent to Jacobi’s method if the source is
Gaussian.

A summary of the iKLT estimation algorithm follows.

iKLT Estimation Algorithm

Initialize:

Calculate fourth-order statistics:

E = E[X X X X ] :

Set A = I .

Calculate �.

If � = 0

then find the KLT.

Else Repeat until convergence:

For i = 1 to n

For j = i + 1 to n

Find � .

Update A to J � A.

Update the estimates E .

End.

End.

End.

Output A.

A similar approach was proposed in [7] after the submission
of this paper.

Since the expectation is independent of the order of the coef-
ficients, , we only need for
which , and the algorithm requires calculation
and storage of approximately expectations.

Since the KLT seems to run into problems primarily when the
eigenvalues of multiple components are close, we can improve
iKLT estimation efficiency by performing the design only on
those components. In practice, the number of such components
is typically small, and this approach requires less computation
and memory than full iKLT design and gives performance be-
tween that of the iKLT and KLT. We do not use this approach
in the reported experimental results. (The complexity consid-
ered here is design complexity. The algorithms are identical to
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Comparison of KLT and iKLT on (a) iid and correlated data sets and
(b) image data set.

both each other and the KLT in their run-time complexity and
memory.)

In order to assess the performance penalty associated with
using the KLT rather than the optimal transform for transform
coding, we compare the transform coding performance of the
iKLT to that of the KLT achieved by Householder reduction
followed by the QL algorithm with implicit shifts [6]. Results
included here show the code performance on two synthetic data
sets and an image data set. The first synthetic data set contains
iid uniform samples on [0,255]. The second contains correlated
vectors created by blocking the first data set into 64-dimensional
vectors and rotating each vector as , where
is chosen to maximize symbol correlation. The final data set
consists of images scanned from theIEEE Spectrumthat contain
similar proportions of text and photographic material.

Fig. 4 compares the performance of transform codes based
on the KLT and iKLT on (a) the iid and correlated data sets
and (b) the image data set. All results show signal to quanti-
zation noise ratio (SQNR) as a function of rate. Each data set

TABLE I
GAINS OF iKLT OVER KLT IN 3-D-SPIHT CODING OFMULTISPECTRALDATA

contains training and test sets that do not overlap. For the syn-
thetic data sets, the iKLT gives gains of approximately 1.5 dB
over the KLT. Since, given precise knowledge of the source dis-
tribution, the iKLT and KLT would achieve identical perfor-
mance for the iid source, the 1.5 dB performance improvement
can be attributed to the iKLT’s greater robustness to estimation
errors. For the image data set, the iKLT gives gains up to ap-
proximately 0.5 dB over the KLT (at rate 5). The smaller gains
on the image data set suggest that fewer equivalent eigenvalues
are encountered in designing transform codes for this data set.
This empirical evidence suggests that while use of the KLT
rather than the optimal transform for transform coding can re-
sult in severe performance penalties, the penalty for real data
sets—even data sets that clearly do not meet any assumptions of
Gaussianity—may be quite small. While the results of Fig. 4(a)
compare performance using a traditional transform code, the re-
sults of Fig. 4(b) compare performance using a weighted uni-
versal transform code (WUTC) [8]–[10]. The WUTC replaces
the single transform and bit allocation of a traditional transform
code with a collection of transforms and bit allocations in order
to allow good performance on inhomogeneous data sets.

We also compare the performance of iKLT and KLT in the
3-D-SPIHT algorithm for compression of multispectral images
[11]. Table I shows the maximum gains achieved by using iKLT
instead of KLT on nine multispectral images. Here “width” and
“bands” describe the size and number of spectral bands of each
image. In most cases, there are small performance improve-
ments. In one case, we observe a tiny performance degradation.
This degradation may be due to local optimality, floating point
error, or mismatch between the iKLT and the wavelet used in
this code.

III. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

The discussion of Section II investigates the potential per-
formance penalties associated with using the KLT rather than
the optimal transform for transform coding. In this section, we
consider the transform coding performance penalties associated
with using low-complexity approximations to the KLT rather
than the KLT itself.

Fast transforms are often achieved through transform de-
composition, as examples like the fast Fourier transform (FFT),
DCT, and separable KLT [12] (SKLT) illustrate. We pursue a
similar approach here, but since the transform matrices of the
KLT are not separable in general, the best that we can hope
for are fastapproximationsto the KLT. We here consider the
performance/complexity tradeoffs of such approximations for
transform coding.

The SKLT decomposes an KLT into a pair of
KLT’s, as shown in Fig. 5. The SKLT treats an-dimensional
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Fig. 5. Decomposition of KLT to SKLT and TKLT.

data vector as a data matrix. (This blocking is nat-
ural in images, where the data vector may be a square block
of pixels.) The SKLT then uses KLT to decorrelate the data
column by column and KLT to decorrelate the data row by
row. The transform is implemented as , where is
the data matrix and the transform output. Together,
the two transforms approximate the action of a single

KLT while requiring only times as many multiplica-
tions. More precisely, operation of the SKLT (including the pair
of matrix multiplications) requires multiplications while
straight forward implementations of the KLT require mul-
tiplications. Furthermore, each SKLT has only coefficients
total, while the KLT requires coefficients. Thus, for ,
the SKLT decreases the computational complexity and memory
requirements of the KLT by factors of four and 32, respectively.

Since the statistics of the rows and columns of an image are
typically similar, we can further reduce a KLT’s storage require-
ments by using the same transformation on the rows and the
columns (i.e., setting ). The resulting code, called a
single SKLT (SSKLT), requires the same computational com-
plexity as the SKLT, but reduces the memory requirements by
another factor of two.

The separation approach may also be applied in higher di-
mensions. For example, arranging a 64-dimensional data vector
into a 4 4 4 data cube and decorrelating each dimension in-
dependently results in a triple-separable KLT (TKLT). Fig. 5
illustrates the structure of the TKLT. For , the TKLT re-
quires 3/16 as many multiplications as the corresponding KLT
and uses 3/256 as much memory.

More generally, consider a vector of dimension ,
which is arranged as a-dimensional hypercube. In theth di-
mension , an transform matrix is

needed to process data vectors of di-
mension , using multiplications. In total, transformation
of an -dimensional vector using a-separable KLT requires

multiplications and storage of transform
coefficients. The memory and the number of multiplications
achieve their minima when for all .

The balanced decomposition into a hypercube of sizein
each dimension is feasible when is an integer. In this case,
the number of multiplications required equals

while the total number of coefficients required equals

Fig. 6. Complexity and memory of ap-separable KLT forn = 64.

. The storage requirements may be further
reduced by using the same transformation for more than one di-
mension.

We bound the computational complexity by noting that
with equality if and only if . Thus

the fast KLT can be made to approach the FFT’s
complexity. For the given choice of, the memory consumption
is . Thus the memory consumption of this
fast KLT is , in contrast to the KLT’s memory
requirements. Fig. 6 shows how the complexity and memory
of a -separable balanced KLT vary withfor the case where

. The optimal decomposition for this example is either
or .

While the previous lower bound, which requires a noninteger
-value , cannot be achieved, it can be approached

very closely for carefully chosen values of. This is achieved
by fixing some constantand considering-separable balanced
KLT’s when and is allowed to grow without bound. In
this case, operation of the KLT requires

complexity. This complexity is minimized for a given
when .
The savings in design complexity for balanced-separable

KLT’s are even greater than the savings in their operation. The
covariance matrix decomposition used in KLT design requires
an average computational complexity of [6] while -sep-
arable balanced KLT design complexity for is

.
While SKLT and TKLT are natural matches for two- and

three-dimensional (3-D) data sets like images and video, we can
find a -separable approximation to the KLT of any dimension

. Separable KLTs allow decorrelation only of those
coefficients along a single dimension. For example, the SKLT
yields decorrelation of values within each row and column of
a data block but does not allow explicit decorrelation of coeffi-
cients along each diagonal. The more one separates a KLT, the
more correlations are being neglected, and, thus, very high di-
mensional decompositions may give inaccurate estimates to the

-dimensional KLT.
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Fig. 7. SKLT, SSKLT, and TKLT transform coding performance compared to
that of the KLT and DCT. The SKLT requires 25% of the complexity and 3% of
the memory of the KLT. The TKLT requires 18.75% of the complexity and 1%
of the memory of the KLT.

Fig. 7 compares the transform coding performance of the
SKLT, SSKLT, and TKLT algorithms to that of the KLT. Also
included in that graph are the results from the JPEG algorithm.
The KLT-based codes differ from JPEG both in the transform
applied and in the fact that the KLT-based algorithms incorpo-
rate multiple transforms and bit allocations. All use 88 blocks
of pixels as their data blocks. To arrange an 88
image block into a 4 4 4 data cube, we break the image
block into four 4 4 subblocks and then “stack” those blocks to
form a cube, as shown in Fig. 8. All experiments use the image
data set described in Section II. The SKLT, which employs the
closest approximation of the KLT, achieves performance less
than 0.4 dB worse than that of the KLT. Thus, the move from the
true KLT to its SKLT approximation costs less than 0.4 dB and
yields a 4 and 32 improvement in complexity and memory
respectively. The SSKLT suffers a 0.4 dB performance degrada-
tion when compared to SKLT but requires half as much memory.
The TKLT achieves performance less than 0.9 dB worse than
that of the SKLT and 1.3 dB worse than that of the KLT. Thus
the move from true KLT to its approximation TKLT costs more
than 1 dB in rate-distortion performance. While this loss in per-
formance is significant, the accompanying 81.25% reduction
in complexity and 98.83% reduction in memory requirements
make the TKLT an appropriate choice for some applications.
All of the KLT-based codes give significant performance im-
provements over the JPEG algorithm.

Fig. 9 shows a portion of the original image and images com-
pressed using KLT and SKLT.

Fig. 10 compares the performance of the KLT, SKLT, and
TKLT on a video sequence, a good match for TKLT given its
natural 3-D data structure. (For SKLT, we code the video as a
sequence of images.) The video data is a “polyhedral scene”
from [13]. We use the first 16 images as our training set and
the last 15 images as the test set. In this plot, the performances
of TKLT and SKLT are very close, with TKLT achieving better
performance than SKLT (up to 1.5 dB gains) at low rates. This

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 9. (a) Test image with its rate-0.0885 bps reproductions using (b) KLT
and (c) SKLT.

Fig. 8. Blocking technique used for TKLT on image data.

performance improvement is achieved using only 75% of the
multiplications and 37.5% of the memory required by SKLT.
The improvement likely results from the TKLT’s ability to take
advantage of the high correlation between frames of the video
sequence. The performance improvements over KLT are even
greater, giving up to 2.3 dB gains using only 18.75% of the
multiplications and 1.17% of the memory of KLT.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This paper investigates the rate-distortion performance penal-
ties and complexity tradeoffs associated with using the KLT and
its fast approximations in transform coding. Since the optimal
transform for transform coding is unknown in general, perfor-
mance penalties relative to the optimal transform are estimated
by first examining examples where the KLT can fail, then devel-
oping a transform that corrects those shortcomings but agrees
with the KLT for examples where the KLT gives good perfor-
mance, and finally comparing the performance of that new trans-
form to that of the KLT in compressing natural data sets. While
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Fig. 10. TKLT performance compared with KLT and SKLT performance on
the video data set.

the worst KLT yields 3 dB loss relative to the optimal transform
for some sources, the penalty for image data sets seems to be
smaller, with observed examples of up to 0.5 dB performance
loss relative to the improved transform. The improved trans-
forms require computational complexity and memory identical
to those of the KLT.

This paper also investigates the transform coding performance
penalties associated with replacing the KLT with a variety of
fast variations. The SKLT reduces the complexity of the KLT
by a factor of four and the memory requirements by a factor
of 32. Application of the SKLT in place of the KLT within the
KLT framework yields experimental image coding performance
within 0.4 dB of the performance achieved by the KLT.

While the questions of KLT performance and speed are treated
separately in this work, the improved transformsofSection II and
the fast transforms of Section III can be combined to yield better
fast transforms. By such a combination, we achieve the perfor-
mance benefits of the improved transforms with the savings in
computational complexity and memory of the fast algorithms.
This joint optimization can be accomplished by performing the
optimization of Section II independently on each dimension of a
data block or cube like those used in Section III.

APPENDIX A
ANALYSIS FOR THESQUARE AND DIAMOND DISTRIBUTIONS

Using a -step uniform scalar quantizer on each di-
mension of the square distribution gives total distortion

. The entropies for
and are both .

The diamond distribution’s marginals are
for . Using a -step

uniform scalar quantizer gives total distortion

For any , the probability for the th bin
is

Thus, the rate of each dimension, measured as entropy, equals

Similarly, a -step uniform quantizer gives total
distortion

The bins ,
, have probabilities

and, for ,

The resulting rate of each dimension is

APPENDIX B
ROTATION MATRIX OPTIMIZATION

The algorithm of Section II gives an iterative technique for
approximating iKLT through the sequential optimization of
rotation angles . The procedure for finding the works
as follows.

Recall from Section II that finding the extremum of
for fixed statistics on is

equivalent to finding the extremum of
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Here

Since , , , and do not vary with ,

if
if .

Finding requires knowledge of the fourth order statistics
of . The following equations relate the statistics of to
those of to allow for easy updating of the fourth order sta-
tistics. For notational simplicity, let

for . If the values of are known
from the previous step, then we calculateas follows. Sup-
pose , then
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